STUDENTS WILL REPORT TO THE 164TH RTI-ND WITH THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN THEIR POSSESSION:

**INDIVIDUAL UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS**

*ARMY PHYSICAL FITNESS UNIFORM –
  Jacket/Pants/T-Shirts (Long and short sleeve) and Army Shorts 1 SET
RUNNING SHOES 1 SET
BAG, BARRACKS (Laundry Bag) 1 EA
BELT, TROUSERS, 1 EA
BOOTS, COMBAT, IAW AR 670-1 2 PR
COAT, COLD WEATHER, ACU W/LINER 1 EA
DUTY UNIFORM, COMPLETE (OCP/ACU) 3 PR
GLOVES, SHELLS, LEATHER, BLACK, W/ INSERTS 1 PR
PATROL CAP 1 EA
SOCKS, COTTON OR WOOL 5 PR
WHITE or BLACK PT SOCK 5 PR
UNDERSHIRT (Duty Uniform) 5 EA
*The APFU is the only approved PT uniform

**INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT**

CIVILIAN CLOTHING (CASUAL)
PADLOCKS (2 EA)
PENS, PENCILS (2 EA), NOTEBOOK (1 EA)
TOILETRY ARTICLES TO INCLUDE TOWELS, WASHCLOTHS, SHOWER SHOES, ETC.
PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION TAGS (DOG TAGS)

**ADDITIONAL COLD WEATHER CLOTHING (OCTOBER - APRIL)**

BOOTS, COLD WEATHER 1 PR
CAP, COLD WEATHER 1 EA
DRAWERS, COLD WEATHER 1 EA
UNDERSHIRT, COLD WEATHER 1 EA
JACKET, EXT COLD WEATHER 1 EA
TROUSERS, EXT COLD WEATHER 1 PR
SHIRT, CW 1 EA

The additional cold weather clothing is required if you are attending courses between October – April. There is a potential for out-doors training. Spring and Fall weather in North Dakota can vary dramatically from day to day.